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CHAPTER FIVE

Comparison as Relation

Shu-mei Shih

differences, has led to two ethical conundrums.First, it led to

anxieties toward the grounds of comparison, because when we '
put two texts or entities side by side, we tend to privilege one over the
other. The groundsare neverlevel. A presumed orlatent standard oper-
ates in any such act of comparison, and it is the more powerful entity
that implicitly serves as the standard. Second, the most likely conclu-
sion to these comparisonsis further pronouncementofdifferences and
incommensurabilities between the entities, precisely due to an ethical
concern overthe latent operation of the presumed, usually Eurocentric,
standard. Comparingtwoentities at their intimatejuxtaposition therefore
paradoxically produces further distances between them.

This essay is a modest proposal for a new theory of comparison that
I call relational comparison. It argues for comparison as relation, or
doing comparative literature as relational studies. Comparison as rela-
tion meanssetting into motion historical relationalities between entities
brought together for comparison, and bringinginto relation terms that
have traditionally been pushed apart from each other due to certain
interests, such as the European exceptionalism that undergirds Euro-
centrism. The excavation of these relationalities is what I consider to be
the ethical practice of comparison, where the workings of powerare not
concealed but necessarily revealed. Power, afterall, is a form of relation.

To set up therelational framework,I first draw insights from the inte-
grative world history detailed by such scholars as Janet L. Abu-Lughod,
John M. Hobson, and André GunderFrank to consider the potentiality
of a world historical study of literature as they do global economy, and
to offer a new, and I think more viable, conception of world literature.

I synthesize these findings with the theory of Relation developed by
Martinican thinker Edouard Glissant as a way to link geocultural and
socioeconomic history—the history ofworldwide interconnectedness—
not only to literature but also to poetics. Literature is part and parcel
to the world, and poetics is as much about understanding the text as
understanding the world. Glissant’s notion of poetics as a certain logic
of the world and a theoryofliterature offers us a creative way to think

(iter AS THE ACT OF COMPARING SIMILARITIES and



    

80 ‘ COMPARISON IN THE WORLD

abouttherelation between the text and the world in several ways. As
a beingin the world, the text is not only organic to the world butalso
enters into relations; its worldliness is its thrownness. Usefully, we can
consider the question of scale in literary studies from the world to the
text, from the grand geographicalscale of the world to the admittedly
small physical scale of an individual text. The relational method in-
formedby world history, I contend, allows for the scaling back and forth
between the world andthetext as well as along the intermediaryscales,
moving toward a more integrated conception of comparative literature
and world literature, wheretheissueis notinclusiveness or qualification
(which text deserves to be studied or designatedas “world literature” and
which does not) but excavating and activating the historically specific
set of relationalities across time and space. These relationalities can be
as much about form as content; hence the importanceof poetics.

Relational studiesofliterature in integrated world historical contexts
can occur along various axes and pivots, from different perspectives,
around different thematics, and in different scales. For example, we
can considerthe specific decolonial pivot ofworld history in the global
1960s to analyzeliterary texts that cross-fertilized each other, or we can
consider the axis of women’s movements around the world to analyze
women’sliterature in these different places not as discreet entities but
in relation. The potential topics are as numerous as the infinite web of
worldrelations within which thetextis caught.

In this essay, the specific pivot traces whatI call the “plantation arc,”
stretching from the Caribbean to the American South andto Southeast
Asia. From the Caribbean, we follow Glissant’s theory of Relation, a
theory that is consonant with the widespread tendency to think on a
global scale in the late twentieth century (as in chaos theory, which he
appropriates, and theories of globalization) and organic to the location
from which hetheorizes, the Caribbean archipelago or the West Indies.
From there, we follow Glissant’s readingof the plantation novels ofWil
liam Faulkner, set in the American South and populated by white and
mixed-blood planters harboring dark secrets, a reading which enacts
the scaling of the theory of Relation from the worldwide to the textual.
From this American South, we move to the British East Indies—the
Borneo rain forest of British and Japanese colonizers, Chinese settlers
and coolies, Sarawak communists and indigenous Dayaks—in the work
ofTaiwan-based Sinophone Malaysian author Chang Kuei-hsing. We then
loop back to the Caribbean of Patricia Powell, the Jamaica of postaboli-
tion blacks, white coolie traders, Chinese coolies, and shopkeepers. The
purpose hereis twofold:first, to illustrate how doing relational studies
with a keen world historical sense demands that world literature take its
worldliness more seriously than thoughtpossible; and second, to show
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COMPARISON AS RELATION 81

how relational comparison opens up a new arena, perhaps even a new
life, for comparative literature.

Integrative World History and World Literature

The two main thesesfor integrative world historians, simply put, are that
the world as we knowit has been integrated economically and otherwise
for much longer than the modern world system theory proposes, and
that the so-called “rise of the West” owed much to the more advanced
East. To consider the macrohistory of the world is to learn the inter-
connectedness.o£the world since at least around the sixth century, and
what this meansis that the ideology of “East is East and West is West”is
as fictive asitis false.

Historical sociologist J. L. Abu-Lughod identifies in her important
book Before European Hegemony (1991) the existence of a polycentric
world system in the thirteenth century, much before the European-led
world system of the sixteenth century, as has been proposed in Im-
manuel Wallerstein’s popular world systems theory. By the eleventh,
twelfth, and especially the thirteenth century, the worldhad become

more integrated than ever before. The “increased economic integration
and cultural efflorescence” of the thirteenth century can be witnessed
in such accomplishments as Sung celadonware, Persian turquoise-glazed
bowls, Egyptian furniture with complex inlays ofsilver and gold, grand

cathedrals in Europe, great Hindu templesin south India, as well as de-
velopments in technology and social innovations such as navigation and
statecraft, all ofwhich happened alongside an international trade system
that stretched from northwestern Europe to China.' This international
trade system was in turn organized aroundthree major circuits of the
Far East, the Middle East, and Western Europe, covering most of the

world, with the exception of the continental Americas and Australia.
Disputing Abu-Lughod’sclaim thatthe thirteenth-century world system

then declined when the European-led world system arose, André Gunder
Frank’s explicitly anti-Eurocentric ReOrient: Global Economy in the Asian
Age (1998) pays special attention to the structural relations, interconnect-
edness, and simultaneity in world events and processes during what he
calls “the Asian Age,” which he dates from 1400 to 1800. Even though he
actually locates in his other works the existence of something similar to
Wallerstein’s world system back by five thousandyears, not five hundred
years, his main pointin this book is to show how Europe “climbed up on
the back of Asia, then stood on Asian shoulders,” which also asserts the

view, contrary to Abu-Lughod’s,thatAsia did not decline but maintained
its economic dominance until 1800.7 Frank analyzes trade routes, the
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82 COMPARISON IN THE WORLD

capillary operation of money, and the interconnectedness of a global
economy, making an argumentafterJoseph Fletcher for a “horizontally
integrative history.” This is how Fletcher defined integrative history as
a method:

Integrative history is the search for and description and explanation of such

interrelated historical phenomenon.Its methodology is conceptually simple, if
not easy to put into practice:first one searches for historical parallelisms (roughly

contemporaneoussimilar developments in the world’s various societies) and then
one determines whetherthey are causally interrelated.’

Here whatwe have is a proposal to study macrohistory in a horizontal
fashion across different geographical regions in terms of structures
simultaneities, and interrelations, as opposed to predominant studies
of vertical continuities of national histories. The integrative methodis
deceptively simple, but it is also the method thathistorians (not to men-
tion literary scholars) have more than successfully avoided throughout
the modern period. This avoidanceis telling. To analogize alongside
Frank's critique of Eurocentric history, separating the West from the
East in literarystudies was probably as foundational to the construction
of European literary exceptionalism as it was for Eurocentric historical
studies. We can now perhaps begin to see the conceit of not only the
displacementof horizontal studies (the East is too hard to know), but
also the conversion of horizontal to vertical studies (the East is thepast
of the West) prevalentin literary studies. Fletcher’s method begins with
finding parallel patterns, and this is but one of the methods one can
use to do relational studies, but it can be highly productive for literar
studies. When we do modernist studies, for instance, we can no tonger

turn a blind eye to all those modernismsthat occurred in non-Western
countries, nor can we see each of these modernisms as autonomousor
discreet. Apparent parallelisms are not historical accidents.
Synthesizing many of the views ofAbu-Lughod,Frank, and otherlike-

minded world historians, J. M. Hobson’s The Eastern Origins of Western
Civilization (2004) offers specific analyses of the “resource portfolios”
(technologies, institutions, and ideas) that the East had to offer to the

West to make possible the rise of the “Oriental West,” because globaliza-
tion was first of all Eastern (Far Eastern and Islamic Middle Eastern) or

Oriental.What this meansis that the world since the sixth century has
been a “single global cobweb,”* where advancements in the production
of iron and steel (not to mention the production of crops, crafts, and

arts), the breakthroughsin astronomy and mathematics, and the creation

of a whole series of capitalist institutions in the Islamic Middle East—as
well as the technological advancements such as printing, gunpowder,
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navigational sciences (compass and the building of ships)enlightened

ideas of rationality, and agricultural and other technological know-how

from the Far East (especially China) made the world a much more

interconnected place. It was with the construction of the white racist

self-identity, the burgeoning of European social sciences, and therise of

imperial ambitions that the ideas of European exceptionalism and the

autonomous“rise of the West” were invented. Methodologically, Hobson

does not necessarily offer anything more than Frank does, but substanti-

ates Frank’s moretheoretical and general claimsin greater detail.

Integrative world history, as far as I can see, began as both a reaction

against nationalist historiography (where the object of study is one na-

tion andits vertical history of continuity) as well as traditional compara-

tive history (where the two objects of study—two nations—largely run

parallel while differences andsimilarities are calibrated). The new focus

is instead, as one historian notes, on “the complex, global network of

power-inflected relations that enmesh our world.”> To be sure, notall

parts of the networkare equally affecting or evenly affected by the global

system, butall parts of the network are constitutive of the system itself,

and there is no hiding from an interconnectednessthat is thoroughly

infiltrated by the operations of power. This meansthat histories of empire,

conquest, slavery, and colonialism cannotin any way be disavowed when

one doesintegrative world history; after all, as noted earlier, poweris a

form of relation.

Herein lies perhaps the greatest distinction between integrative world

history and the theories ofworld literature offered by literary comparatists

in recent years. Franco Moretti’s map of worldliterature, though inclu-

sive of muchofthe world, is Eurocentric to the extent that he holds up

whatis essentially an exceptionalist argument aboutthelife story of the

novelasrising in the West andtraveling to the East.® Pascale Casanova’s

model considers colonial history only to reaffirm Paris as the center

of the world republic ofletters.’ David Damrosch’s model would grant

world literature status only to those texts that have “circulated beyond

their culture of origin” through such modesof circulation as translation,

publication, and reading.’ Whatthis implies is that the study of world

literatureis partly about identifying whichtexts were translated into and

read in which languages. Considering that the United States has the low-

est percentage oftranslated books compared to almostall of the other

countries in the world, American scholars should be accordingly least

qualified to theorize the system of world literature. More importantly,

texts travel over terrain that is by no means even, and the circulation

modeleffectively cuts off from consideration the literatures of many

small nations and minor languagesthatare nonetheless also touched by

world historical processes. Wouldn’t it make better sense to consider a
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model ofworldliterature similar to that of integrative world history thatsees, insteadofdiscreet nationalliteratures,all literatures as participat-ing In a network of power-inflectedrelations, with the task of the worldliterature scholar to excavate and analyze theserelations through deeattention to the texts in question in the context ofworld history? These
relations can manifest themselves on formal, generic, and otherlevelsso the new model will require close readingsof the texts (as opposed toMoretti’s “distant reading”) andwill require sensitivity to world historscaling both the textual and the global withoutlosing sight of either ofthe scales. To putit differently, form and formation are intimately con-nected, as are content and history, even in texts that most assiduouslyflaunt artistic autonomy. The argumentfor the autonomy of the text isitself a historical formation.

From the West Indies, Relation

While the integrative world historians have given us concretehistoricaland economic evidenceas to the interconnectednessof the world sincethe sixth century, Martinican thinker Edouard Glissant has theorizedRelation as both a way of describing and understanding the globalized
world of “infinite interaction of cultures,” and as an act(Relation as “anintransitive verb”) that changesall the elements that comeinto relationwith each other.’ Relation is therefore as much a phenomenologicaldescription of the world as a movementor a process. As a description, itis akin to the perception of the dynainics ofthe World in chaos theory;
as a movement, it is best exemplified in the worldwide and ceaselessprocessof creolization. Together, they constitute a poetics. Relation is anetwork and shaped by history, however chaotic and unpredictable this
network may be.It is not “devoid of norms, but these [norms] neitherconstitute a goal nor govern a method,”"Just as in the science of chaoswhich showsthat indeterminacy can be an analyzable fact and accidentscan be measurable." Relation therefore allows us to consider the worldboth In its unity and totality as well as in its infinite diversity. Like theecological interdependenceofall lands on earth, all peoples and cul-tures are interdependent when seen from the viewpoint of RelationCultures cannotbe reduced to prime elements, such as prime numbersin mathematics, but are always open and changing through their con-tacts with other cultures. Hence Relation is movement. In this way, it isnotjust a description of the past world where Relation did its work, theconstantly changing present where Relation is doing its work butalsothe unforeseeable future where Relation will continue to do its workintransformingcultures, peoples, and languages.
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To do the work of Relation as an exercise in poetics—thatis, Rela-
tion as a method—is to relate here and elsewhere and to explore the
inexhaustible and unpredictable entanglements and confluence among
cultures andhistories. As the world has been andwill always be enmeshed
in the unceasing processes of creolization, so should our method be
attentive to these processes rather than providingstatic descriptions of
closure and completion. As a method,this also departs dramatically from
even the non-Eurocentric methods of comparative literature, where the
juxtaposition of different cultural texts has caused some to worry about
cultural relativism.’ Relation work is in fact the opposite ofrelativism,
becauserelativism is premised on reductive understandingofcultures and
assumesessentialism of cultures,!* as if each culture has a discreet bound-

ary that anotherculture cannotcross. The West Indies is as exemplary as
the place from which to theorize as any other place, as the pointis not
to elevate the specific to the universal but to deconstruct the universal
altogether by way of interrelations amongplaces and cultures. One can
start in any place. Anditis in this specific sense that Glissant’s evocation
of Caribbean poet Kamau Brathwaite’s famousline “the unity is subma-
rine”—both as an epigraph for his magnum opus, Poetics ofRelation, and
as something unique to the Caribbean in Caribbean Discourse—should be
understood. It refers to the “subterranean convergence”of the histories
of the islands in the Caribbean specifically,’ butit really also refers to
the worldwide confluence of cultures.

In Francoise Lionnet’s discussion of the archipelagic dimension of
Caribbean thought, she evokes the Southeast Asian nations’ declara-
tion of their archipelagoness in the Bandung Conference of 1955, but
these two areas are seldom discussed together.’ The factis that the West
Indies and the East Indies are similar geographic formations, and they
also share similar colonial histories. These commonalities alone should
prompt comparative archipelago studies.'® Etymologically, “archipelago”
refers to the water between islands, not the islands themselves: “pelagos”
is “sea,” as in Middle English “arch-sea,”!’ similar to the meaning in Greek

andItalian. Viewing from the perspective of the sea, I infer, allows us to
see the world as an archipelago, where different land masses (whether
the so-called continents or the so-called islands) are all islands; though
of varying sizes, they are also all interconnected by the sea. This would
be the relational way of looking at the world as a sea ofislands, big or
small, concretized by integrative world historians’ mapping of maritime
trade routes that crisscrossed the world. We maysay that the archipelago
is unique to the West Indies, from where Glissant theorizes, and to the

East Indies, where the same European colonizers landed, butit is also a

way to comprehendthe interconnectedness of the world: the world as an
archipelago. Afterall, “the unity is submarine.” Here the geographical
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scale can be shrunk or expanded in our thinking, but the important
pointis how onebeginsspecifically (from the West Indies), not to arrive
at the universal, but to arrive at interconnections. This is what I mean
by doingrelational studies, which does notresuscitate old universalisms
or construct new universalisms, but works from the specific to arrive at
interrelationsin history.
How mightthis theory of Relation (and, related to it, the world as

archipelago) be scaled back to the textual level for the literary comparat-
ist? Glissant notes, in one of his manylyrical moments, whatthe poetics
of Relation promises: “The probability: that you come to the bottom of
all confluences to mark more strongly yourinspirations.”® It is surely
impossible to reach “the bottom ofall confluences,” and I doubt there
is such a place, however abstract that place may be, but it may be the
place where we can work toward, from whichever small or large land
mass in the arch-sea.

The Plantation Arc

Thehistory aboutwhatI call the plantationarcisfairly straightforward;
it considers the WestIndies, the American South, and the East Indies in
the same conjuncture and therebytracesa related butdifferent itinerary
from thatofa plantation system organized aroundslavery. Glissanthimself
notes that the plantation system “spread, following the samestructural
principles, throughoutthe southern UnitedStates, the Caribbean islands
the Caribbean coast of Latin America, and the northeastern portion of
Brazil.”In the postslavery context, however, the plantation system also
spread throughoutthe East Indies, where the European colonizers ex-
perimented with, mimicked, and transplanted their practices from and
to the Americas with varying successes. They experimented,for instance
with tobacco, sugar, and coffee in the East Indies as in the Caribbean,
then shifted to rubber and other products such as tapioca and pepper
when those crops that had succeeded in the Caribbean could not ac-
climate to Southeast Asia. Planters across the Americas and Southeast
Asia imported indentured laborers—especially coolies from China and
India—aslaborto the plantation system at the endofslavery. Some of
the so-called Chinese coolies broughtto the Caribbean were themselves
transportedacross the Indian Ocean and the Atlantic—not from China
but from SoutheastAsia, as the European colonizers had brought them
there earlier.”
This arc from Southeast Asia to the Americas constitutes a portion of

the postslaveryplantationcircuit, a circuit of interconnectedhistories of
Europeancolonialism. One route takes offfrom Southeast Asia through
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the Indian Ocean, around Cape Town, and over the Atlantic to the

Americas; the other route from Southeast Asia through the Suez Canal
to cross the Atlantic from the Mediterranean. These were the routes of
the coolie ships in the nineteenth century, along with the route that takes
off directly from southeastern China to the Americas over the Pacific.”
Viewed in terms of integrative world history, this nineteenth-century

circuit exceeds the Far Eastern economiccircuit that Abu-Lughod iden-
tifies for the thirteenth century, as the Far Eastern circuit at the time
extended from the Indian Ocean in the west only to the South China
Sea in the east, and it did not cross the Pacific to the Americas, nor did

it cross the other way through the Atlantic to the Americas. In fact, the
coolie ships were often nothing more than repurposedslave ships, and
they traversed both the Pacific and the Atlantic to reach the Caribbean
islands from China and Southeast Asia. Jamaican writer Patricia Powell
aptly and empathetically calls this the “middle passage” of the Chinese
coolies.”
To trace this arc from the West Indies to the East Indies, a brief loop

through the American South helps us actuate the arc in specific literary
works, and to considerthe possibility of a poetics born ofliterary relations
in the context of world historical relations. We can see this in Glissant’s
deeply attentive reading of the novels of William Faulkner set in the
American South. Notonly did Glissant repeatedly refer to Faulkner as an
important exampleforhis poetics ofRelation in his book Poetics ofRelation
(1991), but he also wrote an entire book devoted to Faulkner, Faulkner,

Mississippi, five years later. In a sense, we can see Faulkner, Mississippi as
Glissant’s scaling of Relation from the globallevel to the textual level,
from the logic of the world to the logic of the text, and his extension of
the theory ofRelation from the Caribbean to elsewhere from archipelagic
perspectives. Not only are there structural similarities between the two
plantation systems in the Caribbean and the American South, Glissant
proposes that the American South is actually an “incalculable border”
of the Caribbean.”

Thebasis of Glissant’s reading of Faulkner’s work rests with the ques-
tion of race and consequencesofslavery. In contrast to Faulkner’s public
position on the question of race where Faulkner was usually racist and
at best paternalistic, including in his public conversations with W.E. B.
Du Bois,” Glissant reads Faulkner’s novels as having exposed thetor-
rid undercurrent of sin and perversion among the planters and other
southern whites, all tinged with deep racial anxieties; that is, he reads

Faulkner’s novels as taking the opposite stance from the author’s own on
the race question. In Faulkner’s novels, the southern whitesactually live
“such bootless daring, such useless majesty, such tragic, miserable, and
small-mindedlives” with “so muchviolence,theft, rape, insanity, infirmity,
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misfortune”that their legitimacy is most fundamentally challenged.
A cloud of ambiguity and a mountain of secrets haunttheir existence.
They all seem to be somehow damned.

This damnation is manifested in the perversion ofthe descent line, or
the irreparablecollapse of relationshipsoffiliation. In novel after novel,
the descent line between fathers and their children (especially sons) is
irrevocably broken,the family membersare torn asunder, and some have
monstrousbirths, awkward deaths, and other unexpected misfortunes.
And thenthereare stories that actually include episodesof lynching,as
well as those set in the Caribbean. Lucas Beauchampin Intruder in the
Dust has a white father but must face the threat of lynching. The white
planter, Sutpen,in Absalom, Absalom! marries a woman who passes as white
in Haiti, and does not discover that she is of mixed blood until their
son is born. Race appears again and again as the “unsurpassable point
of reference,”thrusting the idea of a white genealogy underthreat.
All this is due to the original sin: the violence committed by whites on
Indians andblacks. The presupposition of Faulkner’s narration, Glissant
concludes,is thereforethe “illegitimate foundation of the South,”?” about
which whites are solely responsible.

Faulkner’s South is in this way linked with the Caribbean and Latin
America by “the damnation and miscegenation born of the rape of
slavery.”** Contrary to his public stance on the race question, Faulkner
obliquely writes into his narratives the history of settler colonialism and
slavery and compels usto consider it as an ethical demand,thatis, as
Glissantputs it, “the recognition ofthe other as a moral obligation” and
“an aesthetic constituent.”” In other words, responsibility to the other
is constitutive of a poetics where descentis impure,linearity is lost, and
entanglements are supreme, leading to a “post-identitarian poetics”
thatis also the poetics of Relation, both in terms of history and in terms
ofliterature-qua-literature. Secrets are revealed in a painstakingly slow
manner; hence the narrativétemipo moveshauntedly and“hatintingly
along countless deferrals. Character psychologies are as confused as
the intensely wrought and baroque prose, with words going around in
circles,“listing, accumulating, repeating” (194), constituting his particular
modernist style that has influenced writers all across the Americas and
has reachedthe East Indies.

To the East Indies, Creolization

Thelegacy of the plantation system at the edge of the Borneorainforest
in Chang Kuei-hsing’s Sinophonenovel Monkey Cup (Houbei, 2000), as in
Faulkner’s South,is the irreparable damage doneto theline of descent
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dueto an original sin, which Changcalls “one hundredyearsoffilth.”
Here the planters and settlers acquire land and property illegitimately,
exploit the trafficked laborers (Chinese coolies) and indigenous people
(Dayaks), commit rape andpillage, and encroach uponthe oldest rain
forest in the world, earning an original condemnation on the succeeding
generations of descendants. The planters, or rather their executors, are
the Chinese settlers who acquire their derivative power from the Brit-
ish colonizers and essentially function as what I call “middlemansettler
colonizers,”constituting the middlelayer in a colonial system structured
by race and class in a hierarchy in descending order: white European
colonizers, Chinese middlemensettler colonizers, Chinese coolies, and

indigenous Dayaks. As there is no English translation of this Sinophone
novel, I offer a summaryof the plotfirst below.

Told in a mix of temporalities traversing a span of about one hundred
years, the narrative of Monkey Cup begins, in chronological terms, in the
year 1882,°* when a Chinese foreman boldly recommendshimself as the
substitute planter for a coffee plantation after the British founder in 1860
was killed, a murderthat turned outto be staged to looklike it was done

by the Dayaks, by none other than the ambitious foreman himself. This
foreman-turned-planter is Great-grandfather andpatriarch of the Chinese
Malaysian Yu family. The British governor-general is impressed by this
man’s silent and able demeanor, with a bodythatis as tall as the British,

“without [such physical deficiencies as] foul smell from the body and the
mouth, heat rashes, athlete’s feet, tuberculosis, and papaverine-deprived

shiftless eyes.” They are especially impressed by his multilingualism:

He spoke ten languages: Malay, Indonesian, and Dayak pickled with rice wine,

spices, and red pepper; Mandarin, Cantonese, Hakka, and Hokkien filled with

the fishy flavors of tree barks, grass roots, and mud; English and Dutch mixed

with theflavors of cigar, alcohol, and lead.*

In economical prose, Chang imbuesthe languageslisted with specific,
racialized characteristics associated with the people who speak them as
mothertonguesin colonial taxonomy: the foods they eat (for the native
races), the settlers’ ability to endure hardship (for Chinese Malayans who
speak a variety of Sinitic languages), and colonial products andarticles of
consumption (for the European colonizers). His multilingualism is first
of all the crucial skill needed for his middleman colonizer position, but
it points also to an incredible mix of cultures on the ground,as this mix-
ture does not merely affect the relationship between Great-grandfather
and others but seeps integrally into the interaction among the Yu family
members. If multilingualism initially served as a strategy of domination
and control, it gradually also becomes a condition of existence for the
Chinese Malaysian descendants.
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With his multilingualism and cunning, the scheming Great-grandfather,
to lease the plantation, secretly presents the British governor-general with
a dozen bricks of gold stolen from the gold mine in western Kalimantan
where he had been a coolie. Once he gets the plantation, he addstea,
pepper, rubber, and opium poppyto the existing crops of coffee and
tobacco and builds a lumberfactory. As soon as he accumulates enough
wealth, he buys out the plantation from the British colonial government
and starts running a gambling den, an opium den,anda prostitution
house on the land.”In the nextten years, he uses all possible means of
deceit and cruelty to acquire a second plantation on the lower reaches of
the Baram River, then buys weaponsfrom the British military to protect
his plantations against “barbarous natives, poisonous snakes, andfierce
beasts.”*° The gambling and opium densarethere to snare the eight
hundred or so coolies he employs into addiction, so that they will be
entrapped in their work and the plantations will never lack an exploit-
able labor force. When their debts exceed whatthey can possibly earn,
they would then be forcedto sell their daughters as prostitutes to pay off
their debts, thus completing a cycle of debt, entrapment, and ruin for
the coolies, ensuring the perpetual prosperity of the plantations. Great-
grandfather personally imprisons and rapes the womento be forced
into prostitution before sending them to his prostitution house, shoots
anyone whoentershis plantations without permission, and drives away
the Dayaks in close-quarter combat, including onebattle that results in
the deaths of over 130 Dayak men andthirty Chinese coolies. His rela-
tionship with the Dayak womenpredictably mimics the “sex safaris” or
“sex peditions” favored by the British, American, and Australian tourists

who take them into the rain forest.*”
Had there been noJapanese invasion and occupation of Borneo dur-

ing the years between 1941 and 1945, Great-grandfather’s plantations
might have been handed down to Grandfather, to Father, and then to
our protagonist with the English name Teddy Yu. While the Japanese
rape andpillage not only the Dayaks but also the Chinese Malaysians,
murder all infants in the hospitals in the most gruesome manner(cut-
ting off the penises of the male infants and piercing the vaginas of the
female infants), and extract lumber from the rain forest with abandon,

Greatgrandfather continues to expand his plantations by selling out
his compatriots, neighbors, and even his own relatives to the Japanese.
The neighbors whose house and land Great-grandfathercovets are grue-
somely murdered by theJapanese upon his cooked-up charge that they
supported anti-Japaneseresistance.
But the Japanese could not possibly allow the existence of such a

powerfulplanter, and they eventually force Great-grandfatherto dissolve
his plantations.Atthis point, all his past sins begin to catch up with him
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and his family. The violence he initiated produces a cycle of violence
from which there is no escape; the life of ruin he instituted through
gambling, opium smoking, and prostituting also catches up with him
andhis descendants: they die gruesomedeaths,all described in Chang’s
unyieldingly graphic prose. Great-grandfather and Grandfather die of
decapitation by the Dayaks wholive in the rain forest. Grandmother,
bitten by poisonous scorpions released onto the property by the fam-
ily’s enemies on her wedding night, was maimed in oneleg andislater
killed by the nameless, gigantic beast that Grandfather keeps to protect
the remaininggold bricks; her body is pierced by its horn from the back
of her anusto the front of her breasts. Father abandonsthe family and
disappears into the rain forest to join in the communist anti-Japanese
resistance, his pregnantloverlater brutally raped and murderedby the
Japanese—betrayed by none other than Grandfather—her unbornfetus
and her entrails disemboweled and exposed in broad daylight. Teddy,
advised to escape to Taiwan to avoid the curse on the family, ends up com-
mitting an unspeakably shameful act of pedophilia there andis forced to
return to Borneo. Narrowly escaping a ploton his life thanks to the inge-
niousplans of a Dayak woman, Teddy eventually plans to marry her, which
brings a semblanceoftruceat least between the Chinese Malaysians and
the Dayaks after the departure of the Japanese. If Great-grandfather, the
Kurtz-like figure in the heart of darkness that is the Borneorain forest,
can be comparedto Faulkner’s Sutpen, Teddy confronts hisillegitimacy as
well as the original sin of his family by mixing with the indigenous people
through marriage. As an avid reader of both Conrad and Faulkner, this
is Chang’s answer to Kurtz’s and Great-grandfather’s colonial mentality
and to Sutpen’sinability to confrontthe reality of mixedness,all through
the “vertigo of a word,” as Glissant would putit.*

In the meantime, nature gradually engulfs the plantations with force
andvitality, returning them totheir original state. Indigeneity takes over
in the vertigo of words,listing, whirling, repeating:

At dusk, Teddy climbed up to the top of the kampung house with a wooden

ladder and scanned the surrounding area while standing on zinc metal plates
still hot from the heat of the sun. He saw shorttrees joggling in the wild family
land, brushes sinking and surfacing, the river water undulating, grey dustroll-

ing,fallen leaves, rotten grass, and dusty sand brimming, evening cloud stirring,

monsoon wind malodorous, centipede-colored moon crackedlike a tortoise shell

into the shape of waves, a torrent of view-blocking stream in the wild weaved
by locusts and preying mantises, there in the monkey farm emerginga series
of small outbursts of commotion, chickens, ducks, geese, and pigs withdrawing,

eagles flying high and low, their tongues and claws shimmering, vultures with
rumbling stomachs bubbling their heads, while several Jackson-style guns are

aimedatthesilk floss tree.”
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Here, one gets a sense of Chang’s protean imagination and baroque
prose, which infuses the 317-page novel without a momentofrespite,just
as the wild nature gradually and inevitably swallows up the plantations.
This entire passage is in fact only a portion of one long sentencein the
original Sinophonetext, wherethefull stop is not reached until about
ten lineslater. The majority of the action that happensin the narrative
presentis that of Grandfather and Teddy, armed with guns and Malay
daggers, fendingoffthe invasion of thousandsofgiantlizardsthatattack
humans and domestic animals and threaten to take over the house. As
theyfight the losing battle against the numberless giantlizards, we read-
ers struggle throughthesuffocating density, ornateness, and violence of
Chang’s prose,as if under a nameless spell. Chang willfully invents new
words and creates new combinations of words and phrases intricately
wroughttogetherlike the denserain forest, creolizing the various lan-
guages on the ground,like the various plants and animals populating
the rain forest all leaving their distinct imprints on the land and the
people. This prose disregards the boundaries between time past and
present, between exterior and interiorrealities, between the rain forest
and the non-rain forest, between the animal and the human, altogether
producing a world that is perhaps more bizarre and more suffocating
than Faulkner’s South.
Thedynamics of the Chineseplantations in Borneo may be historically

specific to Borneo, but the plantation system leaves similar legacies as
those in Faulkner’s South, having been cursed with an original damna-
tion that would carry through generations. As mentioned above, in
Chang’s Borneo,there seemsto be a possibility for redemption, a solu-
tion that Faulkner’s white southerners refused to take: a willing mixing
with the native Dayaks and a surrender to the rain forest.” In Chang’s
novel, it is through affinity and kinship with the Dayaks that our locally
born, fourth-generation protagonist is able to arrive at some sort of
reconciliation. The rain forest may be the heart of darkness, the tourist
mecca, the site of sex safaris for others, but it is also where the logic of
the plantation system can be reversed through the process of mixing,
leading to unpredictable, unexpected, but diverse and rich possibilities
for something new. This is Glissant’s world of creolization.

From the West Indies, Reciprocity

Before Chinese coolies were brought to the East Indies, they were
broughtoverto the Caribbeanas early as 1806in theearliest experiment
with coolie labor duringthetimeofslavery, but the most concentrated pe-
riod was between 1852 and 1866,after the abolition took placein various
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Caribbean islands. As contracted (but essentially indentured) laborers,

the Chinese coolies were often treated as de facto slaves, governed by
inhuman laws and regulations and imprisonedin their plantationsto the
extent that a former chiefjustice of British Guiana published a report
entitled The New Slavery: An Account of the Indian and Chinese Immigrants
in British Guiana in 1871. The book detailed deception at the point of
contract, arbitrary wage delays and deductions, physical abuse, extortion,
and imprisonmentinjails.*! As in the East Indies, however, oncearrived,

they managed to survive the indentured labor contract and gradually
emerged “as a ‘classic middleman minority,’ a small ethnic group carving
out a niche in the shopkeeping sector.””
By the late 1930s, Jamaica had the second-largest Chinese community

in the Caribbean, second only to Cuba. It is to this Jamaica that the
young, female protagonist arrives from China in Patricia Powell’s The
Pagoda, whichfictionalizes the history of Chinese coolies and shopkeep-
ers in postabolition Jamaica. Escaping from an arranged marriage, the
protagonist cross-dresses as a man and steals away on a ship bound for
the Americas, not knowing thatit is a ship carrying a load of coolies
chained under deck. Discovered by the coolie trader, she is raped by
him but kept safe from all the other men on board. The coolie trader,
who turns out to be an ex-slave trader using an erstwhile slave ship as a
coolie ship, keeps her as a mistress and sets her up as a shopkeeperin
Jamaica, where she has to masquerade as a man to avoid being devoured
by men black, white, or yellow in the postabolition Jamaica of rampant
unemployment, labor unrest, and economic depression. When she
bears the coolie trader a child, he sets up for her a fake marriage with
a white woman whoalso harborsa secret identity. The Chinese woman’s
masquerade as Mr. Loweis the ultimate enigma of the novel, just as her
sexuality is to herself, both secrets gradually revealed in a skillful process
of unfolding as the readers get more and more glimpsesinto herpast.
In the meantime,the racial tension among the Chinese shopkeepers and
the continuously dispossessed blacks eruptinto the looting and burning
of Chinese shops, a fate that Mr. Lowe’s shop could not escape, even
though she/he as the shopkeeperhas painstakingly madeefforts to get
along with the black community:

Yes, he’d cometo catch his hand, to make somethingofhis life. But he was no

poor-show-great. He didn’t see himself better than them. Above them. But now

they had burned [the shop] down.Fiat. Flat. He was there only on sufferance.

Himself and the otherfive thousand Chinese on theisland. Herealized now how

the Negro people must have secretly despised him for being there . . . And the

whites didn’t give one blast if the others burned it down. So longas their houses
were untouched. Their daughters. Their wives and the plantation equipment.®
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Besidesbeinga livelihood, the shop wasalso a sanctuary and the embodi-
mentof hopefor the Chinese coolies:

The shop had beenfor. . . the Chinese who had escaped the sugarestates with
broken backs from working twenty hours a day for close to nothing. They came
with hands twisted and chewed from water pumps, scarred by deep groovesleft
over from caneleaves that cutlike knives. They came with spit bubbling with
blood, asthmatic and tubercular chests from the dust. They came withoutflesh
with holes in the skin, half starved from inferior food, lashed and mutilated
by overseers under the muscle of plantation owners. The shop was there so if
they wanted they could come and apprentice with him,till they’d pay off their
contracts and with a small Joan open upa little shop,selling half flash of rum
a stick ofcigarette, big gill of coconutoil, two inches of tobacco, quarter pound
of rice, repaying monthly andwith interest.

Soon, we learn more of how the coolie trade operates: the abduction
of the Chinese forced into becomingcoolies, sold like pigs by crimps
drugged andtortured, chainedto iron railings below decks onslave ships
with only one third surviving the passage on average, sold in the “man
markets” while stripped naked upon arrival, and emblazoned with the
initials of plantations on their skins by the planters who bought them.
Powell’s narrative voice is imbued with empathy toward the Chinese
coolies and shopkeepers inJamaica, calling their passage from China, as
mentioned above, their own “middle passage.” Instead of accusing the
Chinese as the middlemen who helped the European colonizers further
oppress the blacks, Powell depicts them as having been equally abused
by the whites, explicitly makinghistorical connections between slavery
and coolie trade. Wefind outlater that black neighbors and customers
did not burn down Mr. Lowe’s shop.

In the end, Mr. Lowe’s secrets are revealed: she is a woman and a
lesbian. The secret of Mr. Lowe’s white wife is also revealed; she is a
fairskinned mulatto passing as white, and is now living on the lam.
In order to conceal herracial identity, she murdered herfirst (white)
husband whodiscovered their newborn child’s dark skin. If placed in
Faulkner’s novel, she would have been Sutpen’s mulatto wife, to whom
Powell is possibly making a specific reference. Through all the secrets
Mr. Lowe’s half-white, half-yellow daughter grows up and marries a black
manwhois a laboractivist, gives birth to children who are mixturesofall
three races, and Mr. Lowe can no longer speakeither of the two Sinitic
languages, Hakka and Cantonese, without lapsing into “island speech.”
Unbeknownstto her, creolization has already taken place. Her “West
Indianisation”® is inevitable, just as creolizationis irrevocable.
The history of Manhattan, Jamaica, is as enmeshed in the history of

slavery as Faulkner's South, and as enmeshed in the history of Chinese
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coolies as Chang’s Borneo. Here, however, it is not the perspectives of
the white or Chinese planters that are captured, but the perspectives of
coolies, shopkeepers, mulattos, ex-slaves, and laboractivists that are all
woveninto a deeply moving tale spun by a blackJamaican writer. From a
shared and interconnected fate so empathetically depicted—theslavery
and coolie trade—emerges an ethics of reciprocity, which the process of
creolization makes possible and will further disseminate. The opposite
of competitive victimology that seeks and competes for confirmation
by the colonizers andpowers thatbe, the ethics of reciprocity practices

a kind of minor transnationalism that extends horizontally.After all,
Powell seemsto betelling us, weall live in Relation or,in the language
of the integrative world historians, in an interconnected world inflected

by powerrelations. Amid these powerrelations, she actively chooses an
ethics of reciprocity among the oppressed, rather than a competition
for recognition by the powers that be.
From the West Indies to the East Indies and back, the constellation

of literary works along the postslavery plantation arc examinedin this
essay traverses seemingly discreet but in fact interconnected geographi-
cal places, peoples, languages, and cultures. The interconnectedness of
the world in turn compels us to consider world literature and compara-
tive literature not in terms ofjuxtapositions but in terms of a network
of horizontal and vertical relations, which comparatists have so far

consistently ignored due to various vested interests. If Patricia Powell’s
choice to establish a reciprocal affinity between the histories of slavery
and the coolie trade appears to be unique and even counterintuitive, it
is because there are certain interests being served by the suppression of
this affinity. Coolie trade as a continuation ofslavery in a different form
and with variation deepens the original sin that Glissant pointed out
for Faulkner’s American South, now equally implicating the European
colonizers in the West Indies and the East Indies. Even as it points to
reciprocities and affinities, Relation foregrounds the complex operations
of power. Hence the coolies and ex-slaves may find affinity in Powell’s
Jamaica, but the coolies-turned-settlers in the Borneo rain forest are as

capable of oppressing the indigenous peoples as the British colonizers.
Relational comparison confronts poweras it is, without apology.
With this model of relational comparison,I also hope to build on Glis-

sant’s notion of Relation as a verb to suggest that relational comparison
is an act, that it takes work, and that it can be further broken down to

a specific set of action items, depending on the particular objects that
enter into a given relation. These action items would have to include
archival and other research work on the texts in question to understand
their relationalities in historical contexts, especially the suppressed
relationalities that uphold the status quo. The action items would also  
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include close readings of both the content and form of the texts, not
only to understand their interconnectedness but also to experience the
singularity of each text. Thestylistic affinity and thematic parallel in
Chang’s Monkey Cup with that of Faulkner’s southern novels is then no
longer about the canonical metropolitan writer’s influence on a practi-
cally unknown writer in the West, but about interconnectedness along
the postslavery plantation arc in world history where eachliterary text’s
singularity stands out. Chang’s work may be as deserving of the Nobel
Prize, but relational comparisonis not so muchinterested in metropolitan
consecration as in fundamentally short-circuiting those technologies of
recognition that tautologically reconfirm the center.” Relational com-
parison is not a center-periphery model, as the texts form a network of
relations from wherever the texts are written, read, and circulated. In

its singularity as text and interconnectedness in history, we maysay,lie
a literary work’s literariness and worldliness.
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CHAPTER SIX

On Comparison:
WhoIs Comparing What and Why?

Walter D. Mignolo

two entities (processes, events,texts, signs, cities, stories, etc.) to be

compared,plus the subject who performs the comparison. When
someone buys a car, for example, that person goes through a lengthy
comparison of two or more options before makingthe final decision.All
living organisms, plants, and animals need to compare what amongall the
options of the environmentis convenient to their survival—comparing
is then knowing, and knowingis living. “Comparison”in this regard is a
field of investigation into the neurology of cognition. Whatis of interest
here is when and wheresuch a basic foundation oflife and survival was
conceptualized as “comparison” and systematized as a method in the
natural and human sciences. Although living organisms, and not just
humans, “compare”to survive,a particular species ofliving organismsthat
in the vocabulary of Western languages has been rendered as “human”
or “human beings” invented comparative methods
Comparative methodology was invented in nineteenth-century Europe,

and there was obviously some needfor it. Two purposes come to mind. The
firstwas to systematize in the nineteenth century what had been a European
concernsince the sixteenth century: when Christians debated the “human-
ity” ofNewWorld Indians, they invented “comparative ethnology.” In that
genealogy of thought, “comparative ethnology”in the sixteenth century
mutated into “Orientalism” in the eighteenth century, when Spaniards
were no longer facing the Indians, but the French, German,andBritish
were facing China, India, and whatis today the Middle Fast. The same

logic, the logic of the coloniality of knowledge, was reproduced. Only the
contents and the imperial control of the enunciation have changed. The
other need for comparative methodology was internal to Europe: after
the Treaty of Westphalia, Europeansfelt the need to unify underdiffer-
ences while at the same timeestablishing differences between the heart
of Europe and the South.’ Comparative methodology contributed to that
goal. In the first case, it served to define Europe’s external others: Indians

(roasts IS MINIMALLY A TRIANGULAR BUSINESS, There are
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